
Thursday 18th June- We hope this finds you all well and that you will find these suggestions helpful. Please feel free to adapt 
or extend them as you see fit.

Learning intensions:
I am learning to create a fact 
file. I am learning to write 
interesting facts about 
myself.

Success criteria: *capital letters 
and full stops. * finger spaces.
*Add interesting facts about 
myself. *Add connectives to my 
writing. *Make the fact file 
bright and colourful.

Literacy: Writing - All About Me Fact File
We thought it would be a nice idea for you to create your second fact file all about yourself! This will be a great opportunity for 
your Primary 3 teacher to get to know all about you.
You can include your name, any hobbies that you have and a few of your favourite things. Don't forget to add some pictures and 
to make it colourful.

Mild– Write 3 facts about yourself Hot – Write 4 facts about yourself Spicy – Write 5 or more facts about yourself

We have made a help sheet/word bank on an extra slide which you may find helpful (no need for printing).
Remember to upload your fact file to teams once it is finished.
See second slide for key words to read and write each day.

Maths: Warm up game (counting by 10s)
Get a ball or soft toy. Ask a partner to stand facing you. Throw and catch the ball or soft toy while counting 
Forwards or backwards in tens within 100 (or beyond if ready). If you are confident with that you could try
starting at different points e.g. 12, 22, 32, 42
Follow up activity–You can practise counting in 2s, 5s or 10s playing this toy duck game.
https://www.ictgames.com/mobilePage/duckShoot/index.html
Task: Try to complete pages 9 and 10 in your Heinemann 3 workbook and/ or try the medium, hot or 
spicy questions on the extra slide. You could tell an adult the answer or note it on some paper so there is
no need for printing.

Across the curriculum: Topic- Food chain challenge - Take a look at this non-fiction book about food chains. You can
listen to the book being read aloud or you can try to read the words yourself.
https://readon.myon.co.uk/reader/index.html?a=fcw_rainfor_f14

Follow up BBC bitesize website –Click on this link to find out about what herbivores, carnivores and 
omnivores are:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z6882hv/articles/z96vb9q

Learning intentions: I am 
learning to count in 10s. I am 
learning to write words for 
numbers. I am learning to use a 
calculator.

Success criteria: * Know 
number before and after in 10s. 
*Write the word for 
numbers *Use calculator 
correctly to solve sums. *count 
collections of coins

Success criteria:*find out 
more information about food 
chains *Know which animals 
are omnivores, carnivores 
and herbivores.

Learning intentions: I am
learning more about food 
chains and what animals eat.





Fact File Help Sheet

Food
pizza
pasta
chocolate
chicken
sausages
burgers
strawberries

Places
park
garden
house
home

Adjectives 
(feelings)
happy
excited
nervous
worried

You could try to add a 
connective
and
because

Try to add:
Name
Age
Interests
Favourite subjects

Word Bank

Hobbies
swimming
cycling
reading
drawing
football
tennis
baking



Spicy Write the words for the 
numbers:

10 ________ 20 _________
30 ________ 40_________
50 ________ 60_________
70_________ 80 _________
90_________ 100_____________
Complete:
90 ____ _____ 60 ___ ___ 30 ___

Medium
Write the numbers:

ten ____ eight _______
eleven_____ five _______
seven ___ nine _______
one ____ three _______

Hot Write the numbers:

Ten _________ Twenty ________
Thirty _________ Forty _________
Fifty __________ Sixty __________
Seventy ________ Eighty ________
Ninety _________ One Hundred _____

Complete:
20 ____ ____ 50 ___ ___ 80 ___

Choose from the medium, hot or spicy level of challenge. You could tell an adult the answers or write them down on a 
whiteboard or piece of paper to avoid printing.

Using a calculator, add 10.
Start with the number in bold, then 
type.

10 +10= ____ +10= _____
40 add 10= ____ add 10 =____
60 add 10 =_____ add 10=_____

How many altogether?

Using a calculator, add 10.
Start with the number in bold, then type.

50 +10= ____ +10= ____ +10= ____
30 add 10= ___ add 10= ___add 10= __
70 add 10= ___add 10=___add 10 =___

How many altogether?

Using a calculator, add 10.
40 +10= ___+10= ___+10= ___+10=___

30 add 10=___add 10=__add 10=__
60 add 10= __ add 10= __add 10= __
20 add 10= ___add 10=__add 10= __add 
10=___

How many altogether?


